At Calshot Primary School we are always AIMING HIGH!

NSPCC

This week children have been learning about E-Safety, lessons were taught to inform and teach our children how to keep safe while using technology such as the internet and social media.

‘The E-Safety assembly taught me how to be safe on the internet and use SMART which means 'Stay safe, never Meet up, never Accept attachments, be Reliable and Tell someone'. In class we made E-Safety posters and watched a video that taught us to be careful trusting anyone online. – Adam (5H)

“During E-Safety week we learnt not to meet up with someone we don't know. You should never give a stranger any personal information! You can talk to your parents if you have a concern or phone Childline 0800 1111. You just need to remember 'Stranger Danger!' – Evie-Mae (4M)

‘This week we learnt about E-Safety and it means we need to keep ourselves safe on the computer. You must not talk to people or message anyone you don't know, whatever you send will stay out there forever!' Jack (3B)

‘This week was E-Safety week. We had an assembly all about how to stay safe on the internet. We also discussed what to do if someone is mean to you online. We made a poster and learned a lot! – Edyn (6M)

‘We had an assembly about E-Safety and I learnt not to talk to strangers online.’ – Priya (2H)

'I learnt that I shouldn't talk to people I don't know on my computer.' – Peter (1J)

Safe Parking

A sincere thank you to all the parents who are parking in a sensible manner, which ensures the safety of our children. I am aware that parking can be an issue, but obviously a child’s life is worth far more than being a few minutes late. I have had to speak to some parents who are parking on the pavement further up Calshot Road which is very dangerous, a child could be hit and pedestrian visibility is greatly hindered. Please park responsibly!
Knitting Appeal

We have all been shocked and saddened by the devastating fires in Australia. Millions of animals have been injured and displaced during this time and rescuers need people to provide supplies to help their work. Items such as knitted artificial birds nests and pouches for baby kangaroos are urgently needed and there is a global movement to collect them. Mrs Waring and Mrs Robertshaw will be delivering a parcel of these items to the Birmingham collection hub next weekend. If any one wishes to make something to be included with this parcel, please make sure it arrives in school by next Friday. Knitting patterns and ideas for things to make are available in school, or full details can be found on the Facebook page 'UK East Midlands Crafters for Australia Animal Rescue', or on the website www.ukcrafters.co.uk

School Fund

This week £35.70 was collected in School Fund this week, which is superb! May I take this opportunity to thank all the parents who have paid. It does mean we can buy those 'extra' things for the children.

Mr. M. Wingrove

(Head Teacher)